Impatient for landing

Apollo astronauts circle moon

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) — The Apollo 14 astronauts sped around the moon Thursday in a tight orbit just 7.2 miles above some of the rough lunar mountains.

Their lunar lander was poised for a plunge Friday to a moon valley guarded by rugged peaks and car-size boulders.

Navy Capt. Alan B. Shepard Jr., Air Force Maj. Stuart A. Roosa and Navy Cmdr. Edgar D. Mitchell rocketed into lunar orbit early Thursday. Then the astronauts dived into a low orbit that placed their spacecraft just 40,000 feet above the moon mountains, some of which are three miles high.

After preparations were completed for final tests of the lunar lander, the astronauts slept through the day Thursday aboard the command ship, Kitty Hawk.

The two craft, joined nose to nose, sped at 3,400 miles per hour in a long oval orbit 68 miles high and 10.2 miles low.

The barren beauty of the moon's vast emptiness brought forth such descriptions as "fantastic," "stark" and "incredible" from the usually quiet astronauts.

Shepard and Mitchell, also expressed an eagerness to descend the final 10 miles in the lunar lander.

"I think we can make it down from here," said Shepard after Apollo 14 dropped to the low orbit.

"It sure looks rough down there," said Mitchell as they passed over the landing site.

"As interesting as-this-in-from orbit, it just whets your appetite to get down there," Shepard and Mitchell were to cast off in Antares at 10:50 p.m. CST Thursday. Next was four hours of tests for the moon lander in orbit while Roosa began his 40 hours of loneliness aboard Kitty Hawk.

After two orbits of separate flight, Shepard and Mitchell will fire Antares descent engine and begin a long, arcing fall, threading mountain peaks to the ancient Fra Mauro valley.

The astronauts brush dangerously close to moon mountain peaks and crater ridges during their daring descent. Their flight path carries them over landscape soaring up to 8,000 feet.

During their 23½ hours on the moon, the spacecraft will make two moon walks of four to five hours each, becoming the fifth and sixth humans to step on the black lunar soil.

The moon walks will be carried live and in color by three television networks, but much of the astronauts' work on the moon will be out of view of their television cameras.

On their first walk, the astronauts will establish an atomic-powered science station which is expected to operate for a year or more after they leave.

Science experiments to be left on the moon include a mortar package which will fire four rocket grenades into the moon's surface minutes from now.

Starting at 5:29 a.m. Saturday, Shepard and Mitchell hope to make the longest hike on the moon yet attempted. From start to finish, their second lunar trek will cover about 1¼ miles.

They will walk to a crater called Cone, their prime science target on the moon, to search for rocks dating from the birth of the solar system.

Senate wants open meeting with Trustees

By Cathy Sump
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Campus Senate accepted a bill at its Wednesday meeting requesting an open meeting with the Board of Trustees, and followed that action by officially supporting Tom Scherschel, student body president, and his request for the resignation of Dr. Martin Van Brown, a trustee on the Board.

The meeting with the Board was requested by Bill Atkinson, Eastside dorm senator. Atkinson said, "Students deserve the right to know why the Board of Trustees makes the decisions it does."

The resolution affirming Scherschel's call for Brown's resignation was accepted unanimously by the Senate. The bill, submitted by Paula Squier, Brush Towers senator, said that less than 6 per cent of the women in on-campus dormitories have hours, and the paperwork that results puts an unnecessary work load on administrators and resident staff members.

The Senate also accepted a bill supporting the maintenance of University School, and mandated the City Council representatives to propose a traffic ordinance after long, and his request for red lights.

The Senate heard a string of standing and special committee reports, the result of Scherschel's order for committee members to submit prompt reports on their activities.

Reports were heard from representatives of the Election Committee, the Sahli Student Commission, the SIU representative to the Board of Trustees, and the Parking Committee.

Gus Bode

Gus says the Board doesn't have to just sit on the fence. It would be reasonable when you can be arbitrary.
Coal 'dug' with camera, not shovel

By University News Services

C. William Harrell, associate professor of cinema and photography at SIU, will release his "underground activities" at the annual winter convention of the Wisconsin Press Photographers Assn. on Saturday in Milwaukee.

Harrell spent six days in Southern Illinois coal mines and shot more than 1,000 photographs at depths of from 650 to 800 feet below the surface. The work resulted in a show titled "Imagery of Coal," a collection of the 32 best prints, which were displayed last March at the Silver Image Gallery at Ohio State University. The collection was featured in a photo story in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Harrell used a 35 mm Nikon to photograph the people at the mines at Benton, north of Harrisburg, and in Saline County and the central Tri-County mine north of Marion. He said he was interested in the history of the coal mining industry in Illinois.

Department of Design

to sponsor talk Monday

Michael Burt, visiting professor of civil engineering, will lecture on "New Structures for the Past Industrial Work" at 8 p.m. Monday in Technology A111 Auditorium.

The lecture is sponsored by the Department of Design Lecture Series for 1971.
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Three Jack Benny flocks to highlight weekend

By David Daily

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Daily Egyptian offers a truly varied bag of film entertainment ranging from nearly 25 years of cinema history.

The Free Glenn in Davis Auditorium, 7:30 and 10 p.m., is all Jack Benny on tap from "Benny's 1946 Flick," The Honeymooners at 10, and The Story of Gabriel's Horn, Watch for Franklin Pangborn in "Honeymooners." On the road are Laurel and Hardy comic fail in a filmed detective hot.

Saturday in "It's in the Bag," also made in 1946, and another a bag name cast. It is perhaps the best of the three Benny films to be shown.

Wednesday in "The Meanest Man in the World," 1932 of the series. Benny is a lawyer who feels he is too kind and foolish success will come if he's nasty. Eddie "Rochester" Anderson is also in a cast.

The pay films this weekend in Parr Auditorium fall into the category of "a little old and a little odd." Friday is "The Bridge on the River Kwai," which you haven't seen it enough times on TV, now is a chance to see the film that won 27 international awards and seven Academy Awards. Joel McCrea plays the role of "Bill," a 1947 film by David Lean.

On Sunday in the 1947 film, "The Man From UNC," John Hodiak is the lead in "Wild Geese." On Saturday in the 1937 comedy, "The Man From Nowhere," Max Wolf recreates his stage role as Diamond Lil in this Gay '90s spoof. Cary Grant is touted by Mae as being up and on her own. When he does, the Brawlers start. Along with Max West there is a Laurel and Hardy start, "The Star," in which Stan and Oliver and their wives prepare for a big day at Atlantic City.

On Sunday at 7:30 p.m., The Wensley Foundation's 1st Illinois Ave. free film in their Matter of Concern series is "Up with Women" directed by John Dennis. "Benny On Sunday," the film is a one of chuckling of Jack's. The buffer, helet from a black point of view. "Benny's Right" is a much neglected film about the black issues in this period from your attention.

LATE SHOW VARSITY

BOX OFFICE OPENS 10-15
SHOW STARTS 11-00
ALL SEATS $1.00

Sensitive...Sensual...Innocent...
Wanton...Wife...Mistress...
WHAT OTHER WOMEN DREAM...SHE DARED!

Robert Stack - James Farentino

Bill Anderson - LARRY

Story of a Woman

Anne Girardot

Gates Open 7:00
SHOW STARTS 7:30
COMING - Fri.-Sat.-Sun.,
SHOWN 1st

SHOWN 2nd
RIVER RUN
in color

NOW AT THE VARSITY

Features: 2:00 - 3:25, 4:35, 6:25, 7:35, 9:25
"EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK!"

"The Goon with the Wind" of 'X' Rated Films! A Great Deal of Nudity! See It All for Yourselves, My Evil Children!"

" - Bernard Drew, cartoon News etc.

"The free show of the year!" with fatherly advice that savers your time and money! - by Prof. MARTY EUGNERS

"How to Succeed with the Opposite Sex"

No one under 18 admitted
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Strange queries just part of job

By Dale McConaughy

Student Writer

"Can I help you?"

The woman, who was seated at the main desk in the Student Activity Center, was kind enough to assist a student who had been there two years ago. She was friendly, patient, and helpful.

"I need help with my paper," the student said.

"Sure, I can help you," the woman replied.

The student handed over the completed paper and asked for feedback.

"What's the topic of your paper?" the woman asked.

"It's about the history of the Student Activity Center," the student replied.

"Great," the woman said. "Let's get started."
Opinion

Saturday mag needs change

It's a Saturday morning and the average Mr. SIU wakes up in a little groggier in the head, but nevertheless wanting to catch up on what is happening in the world around him. Usually the average Mr. SIU will reach for his copy of the Daily Egyptian.

But wait. What does our average Saturday reader feel as he opens three pages of a magazine? Well, the English writer was interesting and the brown photos were good but possibly some more relevant and current subjects could have shared some of that space.

Next, the Jan. 23 section carried a feature on the Goldsmith '70 exhibit. Fine. Too bad the exhibit left SIU last fall.

Then on Jan. 16 we read about a faculty exhibit. Well, at least the exhibit is currently on display but did a price tag have to be in every cutline?

And, finally, way back on December (the fifth to be exact) we eagerly read the two-page spread, word-for-word descriptions by the director of SIU Museum about his travels to find valuable pieces of art. Excellent feature material but a direct narration from the subject isn't the best journalism.

Exactly why does the Egyptian staff publish such a rag? First, the staff doesn't publish it. It is solely under the direction of the School of Journalism with the assistance of one graduate and one undergraduate student. However, the section is devoted to the arts with a magazine format.

Okay, let's take another look. Last fall's housing issue was a feature on SIU President Emeritus DeWey W. Morris. Too bad the article left out any mention of Morris' controversial University House or his new status in the University. These subjects must have been incidentally overlooked.

Avoid Egyptian readers once thought a Saturday section would be up-to-date. The issue on pollution (Oct. 18) had the makings of just highly intellectual essays, although written by well qualified personalities, last too many readers.

And then there's this icon on the cake—the Spanish column.

Surely a readership survey on this article would prove the ink it's printed with is wasted. Nothing against Spanish-speaking people but just how many does SIU have?

Sizing up the situation, either the feature topics in the Saturday section should be chosen by a faculty-student panel or the pages should be given back to the regular student staff.

Darrell Ahern Staff Writer

Editor's Note

Editor's note The above editorial is being published on a decision by the student staff of the Daily Egyptian and against my recommendation as managing editor.

I agree in general with the writer's aims— a better Saturday magazine section of the Egyptian. However, I do not think the Saturday magazine is as bad as he seems to think it is. Neither do I think that a better magazine will be brought about by a one-shot criticism. I think a better magazine—and a better newspaper every day—for that matter—will be achieved only by sustained hard work and a renewed dedication to high standards of journalism— by journalism students and faculty alike. Meeting that challenge is difficult.

However, the Daily Egyptian's owned policy is that the editorial pages are an open forum for discussion of any and all subjects. That means there are no no-win topics, including the Daily Egyptian and including its student editorial writers. The editorial is being published under that policy. Freedom of the press, like charity, begins at home.

-Bill Harrison, managing editor, instructor in journalism
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Letters to the editor

What was so funny about film scenes?

To the Daily Egyptian:

The first thing you notice when you board the Arizona memorial on a blustery day in Pearl Harbor is that the decks are awash and slippers with all the canned battleship still sends up after thirty years. Then you notice the 1,102 names inscribed at one end.

Of course, the 1,102 embottled in the Arizona are not all that died. They had to build seven came fields to bury our young men.

Darryl Zanuck's "Tora! Tora! Tora!" failed to make quite clear these facts. But I would have expected a university community to be aware of them.

If so, why did last Friday night's audience at the Sahli Cinema tithe as they saw sailors fleeing or a band hurrying through "The Star-Spangled Banner" to break up and seek cover? What was funny?

Rebecca Stahl
Student Wife
Cambria

SIPC member questions

Center, Fishel 'funding'

To the Daily Egyptian:

Coverage of the Jan. 11 press conference held by the SIPC to denounce the Vietnamese Studies Center and concomitantly the "Blue Ribbon" investigating panel failed to report two relevant questions of concern emphasized by SIPC spokesmen.

Firstly, what has the Center done with the $400,000 allocated to it for its first fiscal year? The political nature of the Center demands a public account of its expenditures.

Secondly, is Dr. Wesley R Fishel—who previously said he would be leaving for position at the University of Hawaii—receiving any form of remuneration from SIU, the Center or the Center's alluded journal? If he is, why is it being kept secret and not recorded as required by law?

John Lee
Member
Southern Illinois Peace Committee

Deeper consideration might have stopped ad

To the Daily Egyptian:

" Aren't You Glad You Weren't Aborted."

The opening line of Alpha Phi Omega's rush advertisement shows a complete lack of sensitivity toward and understanding of abortion.

"Me? Oh, just a tourist"

If this line was meant as a social comment, its effectiveness is destroyed by its lines immediately following, "So are we. Now we might have a chance to see you at our fraternity rush.

If it was meant as an "attention catcher," it is tasteless. One person, through lack of knowledge or lack of available alternatives, uses or high pregnancy risk methods of birth control. For these people the only alternative to an unwanted pregnancy ending in a radically altered style of life is abortion. For them the only alternative to a child they may not be emotionally or financially prepared to have or love is abortion.

If the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity had stopped to consider the deep emotional ordeal undergone by people involved in an abortion, perhaps they would not use the word with such imminency.

Karen Smith Juniour
Early Childhood Education

Student says Leisner

could help Carbondale

To the Daily Egyptian:

On Feb. 22, the city of Carbondale will make a chance of whom they want as mayor for the next four years. I really think that Roger Leisner is the best choice.

I met Roger Leisner in the Community Clean-up Campaign for Carbondale last October. He was one of the organizers and marshalls who worked for this campaign. During the time a group of us were working for him, I was very much impressed by Leisner's interest and enthusiasm towards straightening up Carbondale. During the day he told us about his ideas of city parks and bicycle paths throughout the city of Carbondale. He talked about beautifying downtown Carbondale by making little parks here and there. He went on to say that bicycle paths are needed in this town to protect the lives of students and children.

If Roger Leisner is elected mayor, I know that Carbondale will be in good shape for the next four years.

Eileen Bulger Sophomore
Special Education

Letter Verification

For the protection of all letter writers, authorship must be verified. Contributors are asked to bring letters in person to the Daily Egyptian or, if mailed, correct address and telephone number should be included. Letters will be withheld until authorship is verified.
Hand-painted signs tell story

Free Clinic serves 'in-betweens'

By Paula Monte
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"If you don’t have any bread, that’s cool—it’s a free clinic.

The hand-painted message hangs on the door of what is probably Southern Illinois’ most unorthodox health service, the Carbondale Free Clinic, 100 E. Jackson.

Although it might not be the best equipped clinic around, the Free Clinic is a well-scrubbed, friendly place that offers free medical care to Carbondale residents.

People with all kinds of aches and pains visit the clinic but the posters which decorate the clinic walls describe the main business.

"What do you know about gonorrhea?" is a crayon message. Venereal disease is the number one disease treated at the clinic.

"We can help you if you are not ready to have a baby," another poster reads. The clinic gives gynecological examinations and provides prescriptions for birth control pills. The clinic also handles abortion referrals to New York.

"Heroin destroys your body.
The clinic treats addicts who have contracted hepatitis from dirty needles.

Most of the people who come to the clinic live in Northeast Carbondale. The clinic is not meant to serve SIU students who have the University Health Service facilities available to them.

The clinic, which operates every Monday and Wednesday evening, is staffed completely by volunteers. The staff appreciates donations from patients to pay operational costs but no questions are ever asked about payment.

"People just pay what they can and often they can’t pay anything," said Joel Lee, a graduate student in physiology who does everything from taking temperatures to answering the phone at the clinic.

'Patients are in gray area'

"The people we serve are in the gray area that exists between welfare recipients and those who can afford regular medical costs," Lee said.

Persons who qualify for public aid can go to regular doctors who are reimbursed for giving them medical care. Lower income people who do not quality for public aid, however, cannot afford today’s high medical costs. Just walking into a doctor’s office costs $30 which many Carbondale residents cannot squeeze out of their budgets.

The purpose of the clinic is to make medical care for these people possible and without embarrassment.

No one is asked to prove he is poor enough to qualify for free medical care.

This Free Clinic is one of the great needed things in Carbondale," said David H. Kepp, mayor of Carbondale.

The way medical costs are increasing many people in Carbondale cannot afford medical care, the mayor said.

"You must understand some people don’t have $5 or $10 to pay a doctor when they hurt. They just have to keep hurting," the mayor said.

The Carbondale City Council is currently paying $130 per month rent on the building the clinic occupies. The rent contract between the clinic and the city ends in April; however, and if it’s not renewed, the clinic would be hard pressed to come up with rent money.

"The fact that the council is paying the rent for the clinic certainly indicates its support and we will continue to do what we can to help," said William Schmidt, Carbondale city manager.

However, Schmidt said the council is having financial problems of its own which limits the amount of help it can offer to the clinic.

Donations come from many sources

Donation is the keyword to the clinic’s existence. These donations come in all sizes from a variety of sources.

Drugstores donate dated drugs which are usable. Pharmaceutical companies give away sample medicine. Pencilmint to treat venereal disease comes from the Jackson County Public Health Board.

Hospitals have donated old equipment. Volunteers have made other equipment—examining tables, drug cabinets and curtain screens.

To pay its utility bills, the clinic must rely on cash donations whether it is a $10 cents payment from a patient or a concerned student who donates a $30 birthday check from his grandparents.

The most serious problem facing the clinic, however, is the shortage of doctors. Although the clinic boasts six nurses and 10 paramedical people, there is only one doctor to handle the 25 to 30 patients who visit the clinic each night it is open.

"To say the least, the Carbondale doctors have been uncooperative. One doctor from Murphy’s Pharmacy offered to work once every six weeks but that has been it," says Lee.

Dr. Bruce Hecter, the clinic’s lone physician, also works full time at the University Health Service. Dr. Hector will have to be away from Carbondale for six weeks next quarter to undergo an operation, which would put the clinic in a bad way unless another doctor is found.

"Even with Dr. Hecter, we need another doctor badly," said Linda Kirk, a registered nurse at the clinic who teaches practical nursing at VTI.

"If we don’t get another doctor soon, we will be forced to start turning people away," Mrs. Kirk said.

Carbondale doctors not receptive

But Carbondale doctors are not very receptive to the idea of donating an occasional evening at the clinic. The general attitude of the physicians seems to be, "If it’s a good idea if they want to do it but I don’t want to get involved."

Their reasons are many. For one thing most of the Carbondale doctors can’t afford to be idle.

The problems are many. For one thing most of the Carbondale doctors say they are already too busy with their own practices to become involved with the Free Clinic.

"The average doctor works long hours," said Dr. Leonard Rorescher, who works out of the Carbondale Clinic.

"Right or wrong, he wants the evenings for some time to himself," Dr. Horecker said.

Several of the other doctors at the Carbondale Clinic expressed similar opinions about the prospects of donating an evening to the Free Clinic.

"I’m doing my share here. I’m very busy."

Dr. Bruce Hecter
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Listen pal, if you could pick a neat sale for us to have, what would it be? Classical? We've had some. Rock? We've had more. How about Jazz? Would you like that? On all Jazz? 1/3 off on all Jazz?
OK pal, you've got it. First time ever

1/3 OFF ON ALL JAZZ

These are just a few of the hundreds of jazz titles in stock

Roberta Flack
"First Take"

ALSO ON ATLANTIC-
Herbie Mann - "Memphis Underground"
Les McCann - "Comment"
Charles Lloyd - "Forest Flower"

ALSO ON A&M-
Montgomery - "Day In The LIFE"
Desmond - "Summertime"
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. (AP)—A report by the International Association of Criminal Enforcement (IACP) and the East St. Louis Police Department links "efficacious" departmental efficiency.

The report was released last October by the department's director, Chief V. Ronald St. Louis, and outlined by Ronald St. Louis at the IAACP February meeting. Several other neighboring police agencies were also studied in a program financed by federal law enforcement funds and carried out by the Southwestern Illinois Law Enforcement Commission.

"The report highlights the growth in the number of community and police department, committees and organizations in the region," St. Louis said.

If cited FBI figures that major crimes decreased from 1,293 in 1982 to 1,048 in 1988. However, murders decreased from a high of 32 in 1984 to 10 in 1986 and 1987 last year.

Randy, the former police officer in the Menard State Penitentiary and Illinois public safety director, took the East St. Louis post in February 1988. He recently announced his resignation to become a consultant in the Cook County sheriff's department. He ordered the report released Wednesday after numerous requests from reporters.

"There is a critical need," he said. "I have been told that if I do not take action, it will be taken away." The report recommended the city sponsor a joint study to determine the causes of the crime problem.

Data banks privacy pose new problems

By University News Service

As computer data banks gather massive amounts of information about our personal lives, journalists must join with government, legal authorities, social scientists and others in finding ways to safeguard both our basic and sometimes conflicting freedoms. These are the right of media to gather and report information and the right of the individual to avoid unnecessary poking into his privacy.

This is the conclusion of Gerald L. Gratta, associate professor of journalism at Southern Illinois University in his article, "Computers, Privacy and the Press," printed in the current issue of Grammonts. Editor The publication is a human rights organ of the International Conference of Weekly Newspapers.

Gratta is consultant to the Project on Computer Data Banks of the Computer Science and Engineering Board of the National Academy of Sciences.

Pocket billiards tables now ready

Those who wish to play pocket billiards may do so at the temporary site of the Olympic Room, located in the basement office on the first floor of the University Center. The Olympic Room houses eight full-billiard tables as well as two football tables.

Until the completion of the new Olympic Room facilities in the present University Center Bookstore, several more tables will be added. There will be regular billiard tables as well as pocket billiard tables. Five for tables use 90 cents per hour.

Open for the Olympic Room will be Monday through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday, 11 a.m. to 1 a.m., Saturday, 1 p.m. to midnight, and Sunday, 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Church head: missionary styles changing

WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., urged Congress to impose a $15,000-man draft ceiling and to reform the Selective Service System to assure that poor people don't fight a rich man's war.

"I would support a volunteer Army in peace time," Kennedy said. "But when Americans are dying in Vietnam, Cambodia and perhaps now in Laos, I believe a Volunteer Army is both necessary and equitable."

Kennedy criticized an administration proposal to give a $1,000 bonus to men who enlist in combat units.

"It is greatly inequitable to permit the risks of battle to fall on only those less affluent Americans who are induced to join the Army by the attraction of higher military pay," he said.

He also urged changes in the Selective Service law to aban- don all occupational deferments. He urged that men be drafted by the existing lottery on a national basis.

Kennedy's legislative proposals before the Senate Armed Services Committee followed the adminis tration's plan for a two-year extension of the draft and pay hikes designed to lead to an all-volunteer Army by mid-1976.

Sen. Mark O. Hatfield claimed the draft could be abandoned and the military life greatly enhanced, at a net savings of $1 billion per year. Organizational leadership says new missions promise a bigger, more efficient church in the world.

But it demands new kinds of missionaries, largely without clerical labels, he adds, and an humble, supportive role, focused primarily on helping people, rather than developing a theocratic inter e for the church. A new approach to missions stresses several features, including economic cooperation, an effort to recruit more black and brown missionaries, and an increasing proportion of laymen rather than clergymen.

He says the task of professional missionary must remain "clearly spiritual, ethical, theological in emphasis, whatever the form of the work, teaching, therapy, translation, broadcasting or agriculture."
Physicians to discuss medical care Sunday

Dr. Bruce Hector, founder of the Carbondale Free Medical Clinic and a member of the SIU Health Service staff, will lead a discussion on “Problems of Medical Care in Carbondale and the Nation” before the Unitarian Fellowship at its regular 10:30 a.m. Sunday services.

Dr. Donald Dordal and Dr. Raymond B. Holt, of the Doctors Hospital classic staff, will be other panel members. The group of physicians, after presenting their views, will field questions from the audience.

The public is welcome to attend the discussion, said Dr. F. H. Miller, president of the fellowship, and to join in the coffee hour discussion following.

VTI students offer services in dental hygiene, autos

Several free or low-cost services are offered to the public by VTI students as part of their technical training.

Dental hygiene students clean teeth, take x-rays, apply fluoride, and give patients instructions in caring for their teeth. All services in dental hygiene are free.

Illinois String Quartet to feature guest artist

Kent Werner, professor of piano, will appear as guest artist with the Illinois String Quartet at 8 p.m. on Tuesday in the Shroy Auditorium.

Members of the quartet are Richard Brown, violinist, Helen Paulin, violist, Cyn Barron, violist, and James Strand, cellist. All are faculty of the School of Music.

The quartet will also perform works by Hindemith, Beethoven, Brahms, and is open to the public without charge.

Canadians consume more potato chips

MONTREAL - Anti-diabetic measures have not dampened the potato chip industry. The Canadian consumption of chips now stands at 4.67 pounds per person, says the Canadian Potato Chip Association, and it is growing at a rate of 12 per cent annually. Last year a total of 263 million pounds of potatoes, an increase of 34 million pounds over 1966, were fried into crunchy chips.

Are extinguishers mistreated here?

By Chuck Hatcher

There is a high number of fire extinguishers stolen and discarded in SIU off-campus housing. Acceptable reasons for discarding a fire extinguisher are the following:

- Overflow of grease
- Use of extinguishers
- Damaged extinguisher

Schlager added that a good extinguisher is always in use. "This fire extinguisher is one of nine that are used in the building," said Schlager.

He cited an editorial from the American Society of Safety Engineers which states, "A firemen killed while fighting a fire in a high-rise apartment building in New York City." The fire was in the basement.

Schlager said there should be educational programs available in SIU to be responsible for cleaning and maintenance procedures. The fire drills, two per quarter, are coordinated through his office with the area assistant dean.

FURTHER

CRISIS INTERVENTION SERVICES

Psychological information

A service for people in emotional crisis

Phone: 457-1066

NIGHTS: 8 pm - 2 am

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Contact:

Rhein Travel Inc.
457-4135
Women speak on alternatives to usual roles

For girls, too, says "The traditional role for the woman is wife and mother, and nothing else," said Mrs. Kathleen Frazee of McPherson, Kansas. "Men don't have to change their attitudes toward women. Why should women have to change?"

Mrs. Frazee, a panelist at the Zero Population Growth Conference, spoke on "Alternative Roles for Women." She noted that this issue was often left to women of lower income, who were forced to resign from their roles because of financial necessity.

Panelists said that due to the population growth, women must be shown alternative roles and be convinced to use birth control methods.

"There is something more to life than just being a mother," said Ms. Frazee.

Another speaker said a woman must face two kinds of guilt.

"One is a guilt that you should be at home. The other is a social guilt—whether you should be working," she said. "A full-time job is two hours a day, with your child. Most time is spent in housekeeping," she said.

A working mother spends only 40 minutes a day less with her child.

Miss Gabell spoke on self-identity, a preplanned life and how women relate to other women and men.

"A woman has the tendency to adapt to the man she is with," she said. "She must be herself and not just reflect a man's thinking."

"It is important to us to see our role as the role of the old role," she said. "Little girls shouldn't think only of motherhood.

"People should relate to one another as human beings," she said. "There is now a very competitive society. It is important to see the man as the same as the woman."

Questions from the audience followed the panel discussion. One concern was the women's movement should be allowed to battle fields where man power is so badly needed.

Another speaker said that most women are placed on the lines as unimportant. Women have to organize, she said. "We may have to get aggressive and militant. We had to in order to get the vote."

SIU student arrested

for smuggling narcotics

GRANITE CITY, ILL. (AP) — Paul Cahan, 31, of Granite City was arrested Wednesday by Granite City police on a federal warrant charging smuggling of 1,000 lb. of drugs from Germany. He is a student at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville.

Conrad Optical

SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR MOST WHILST YOU WAIT

FREE VIEWING LENSES CONTACT LENSES REASONABLE PRICES

Mod Styles Available

Gold Rims

CARBONDALE KI. 62913 "775-4771"

HARRIET MASON ON 7th STREET, CARBONDALE

La Hacienda

or it's a long

way to mexico

FREE Coke with purchase of - 2 tacos

516 S. Illinois

IN A LOW
GSC calls report misleading

By Larry Haley
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The executive committee of the Graduate Student Council Wednesday told the Daily Egyptian's Feb. 3 report that 2,800 graduate students voted in the University Senate referendum was misleading.

In a letter of clarification presented to the Graduate Student Council at the Wednesday meeting, the committee said it is impossible to present the percentage of graduate students who voted on the Senate referendum. The referendum result becomes misleading, the committee asserted, when considered as the total voting body of the graduate constituency.

Joe Vinovich, president of the council, said the committee's letter points out the difficulty of finding out "just who is a graduate student at SIU and who is not. To rely on a published list of graduate students which was done in the Senate vote, does not guarantee that all of the graduate constituency is represent- ed."

According to the letter, the executive committee's conclusion is based on the idea "that the category viewed as graduate students consists of individuals who, although they are listed and enrolled in the Graduate School, are employed by the University in various capacities and have membership in other voting constiuencies."

The letter also points out that there are graduate students who are instructors in various departments who could have chosen to vote as Non--voting Faculty. There are also individuals classified as graduate students who are members of the Non-Academic Staff or that of the Administrative and Professional Staff.

The executive committee also said the real significance of the graduate student balloting was in the overwhelming approval of the University Senate. Expressed in the letter, the committee said, "the vote itself showed that the graduate students who voted as graduate students supported the idea of a Senate by a 7-1 majority."

Members of the executive committee that drew up the letter were Larry Taylor, Conner Ward and Jane Johnson.

Vinovich said, the council voted to direct and regulate all campus referendum concerning graduate students at the Jan. 21 meeting. "Hopeful this will alleviate some of the problems we have had in the past," he said.

Jackson files suit to get on ballot

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Civil Rights Leader Jesse Jackson asked the U.S. Supreme Court Thursday to grant him a place on the ballot in Chicago's election for mayor.

In an appeal from a three-judge federal court in Chicago, Jackson asked the Supreme Court to rule unconstitutional Illinois law requiring an independent candidate to have more signatures on his qualifying petition than the party nominee.

Named as the suit as defendants are the State of Illinois and Chicago city officials Democratic and Republican party leaders also are defendants.

Jackson's suit claims that for an independent to get on the general election ballot he must have at least 50,000 signatures on his petition.

However Jackson said, the candidate for the regular Democratic party needed only 4,000 signatures to get on the ballot in the primary election scheduled for Feb. 25. The Republican organization's candidate needed only 2,004 signatures to get on the primary ballot.

Jackson said he could not obtain the required 50,000 signatures by the Feb. 1 deadline but did get 5,200 on his petition. More than those of candidates in other primary.

The Supreme Court also was asked to expedite handling of the case in order to reach some settlement before the scheduled election.

Jackson said ballots from the April election would be printed posthumously after the primary voting this month.
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3 3 0 to 5 3 0 Mon - Thurs
Vatican discipline eased for doctrine challengers

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vatican has announced a more lenient way of dealing with Catholic scholars who challenge basic Church doctrine and has taken steps to put aside the terms "heresy" and "heterodoxy.

The electric chair is no more," said a Vatican official who explained that the Vatican's new policy for disciplining theologians and others whose work is considered to be erroneous.

In other words, the Roman Catholic Church has tortured heretics or burned them at the stake.

The Czech reformer, John Hus, for example, died at the stake in 1415 after being condemned as a heretic by the Council of Constance. Many other reformers were tortured or executed without permission with excommunication.

Now, the Vatican has announced a new policy for dealing with scholars whose teachings are not approved. The policy is to put aside the terms "heresy" and "heterodoxy."

The Czechoslovakian monsignor also outlined guidelines for dealing with scholars whose teachings do not agree with the teachings of the Catholic Church.

1. If an error is flagrant and obvi- ous, the doctrine of the Faith Congregation must examine the theologian's teaching.

2. If the man's works contain only a likely or possible error, the congregation appears two experts in the field to study the controversy point.

3. Should the experts conclude that the error is involved, the theologian will be sent to Rome to explain his thinking. He will have the opportunity against his view and suggest ways to limit the damage done by his name in his teaching. He will also be assigned a theological advisor who will help him defend his position.

Ultimately, the Pope himself must approve the judgment of the Congregation regarding any error and conform to orthodox teaching.

The measures themselves, issued Thursday, announced the terms "heresy" and "heterodoxy," and did not stop any sanctions against recalcitrant theologians.

You can turn off drugs.

Not through willpower. Or by substituting another drug. But through learning about the divine laws which exempt you from unnecessary bondage and punishment.

Christian Science can free you from drugs and show you how to expand your consciousness of good with the vastness of spiritual creation.

Young people up to 20 are welcome on our Sunday School to talk about drugs and other problems.

Christian Science Sunday School
9:30 A.M.
First Church of Christ, Scientist
509 S. University

Wolfgang Italian Style EPPS MOTORS Highway 13 - East Ph. 457-2184

Overseas Delivery

Embargo on news ends in Vietnam

WASHINGTON (AP) - The strident and dogmatic stand the Vietnam war ended Thursday, leaving the Petroleum Exporting Countries' credibility pagination possibly its severest challenge, the American public still in doubt over U.S. military intentions.

For six days, Americans ac-

Vietnam<Model>

Vietnamese speakers were upset by the closure and regulations on propaganda and other news in the country.

The Vietnamese were a democratic people, they said, in practice, and a majority of Vietnamese people were educated and knowledgeable.

In a room crowded with "off-air" posters and474 attain to anti-war pvents, Bui Thanh said the situation of the freedom of the press and the people's right to freedom of speech and publication were not assured.

It is a situation in which Vietnamese people would not have any right to express their opinion.

Until then, the news blackouts and specification that led to criticism, uncertainty and confusion.
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The Empire Builders' called totally absorbing

By Joanne Scheffer
Special Writer

The Southern Players, in conjunc-
tion with the Theater Department,
are doing some great things this quarter. Their latest offering is "The Empire Builders" by Beni Vian, produced in the Experimental Theater.

After the special effects used so successfully in "The Reluctant Dragon," the special effects of this play came as an additional welcome surprise.

The play is totally absorbing and masterfully produced by Terry Brown. The actors perform convincingly and this weak character analysis is a really suspenseful and intriguing production.

The story line concerns an eerie air raid-type scene which produces extreme terror in the characters. The family consisting of Lou Bed-
ford as the father, Lucinda Peppert as the mother, Hazel Barnett as Mag the maid, and Xenvdus the daughter played by Lynn Swallow, moves from smaller apartments to smaller apartments, always leaving one flight of stairs when the noise sounds.

Inevitably, all but the father meet nerve-shattering ends. There is a tense conclusion which leaves the audience shaken and a little puzzled.

This is an extremely complex play and the play raises more than answers questions. For example, the Schmertz, played by Alan Fried-
man, is a mummy-like creature on stage throughout the play. The characters constantly vent their emotions on it by striking it, kicking it, and even jabbing it with scissors and a bat pin. Never is the creature allied to in any of the dialogue and its presence is left unexplained.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

AS TAUGHT BY Maharsi Mahesh Yogi

Transcendental Meditation is a natural, spontaneous technique which allows each individual to expand his mind and improve his life.

Introductory Meeting
Feb. 8 at 8:30 p.m.
Lawson 151

Students International Meditation Society
610 Michigan Ave. Evanston, Ill. 60201
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Princeton physicists report harnessing H-bomb is feasible

By Brian Solomon

NEW YORK (AP) — Princeton University physicists have reported that recent experiments show it may be possible to design and build before 1975 that it is scientifically feasible to harness the awesome energy of the hydrogen bomb.

If so, they said, in another 15 years the nation may see an electric power generating plant operating on thermonuclear fusion—the physical process going on in the sun and the stars.

A thermonuclear power plant would use hydrogen as fuel, a fuel that can be found in inexhaustible abundance in the oceans. Furthermore, a hydrogen plant would be completely safe, the scientists said, and pollution free.

The report to the annual meeting of the American Physical Society came from Dr. Don Grove, physicist in charge of fusion experiments at Princeton, and Dr. John M. Dawson, head of the theoretical group at the school.

The Princeton group has been working with an experimental device called the Tokamak, modeled after a device built by scientists in the Soviet Union, where experiments in fusion research are underway. The Russians have made significant advances in the field.

Grove told a news conference that recent experiments on the Princeton Tokamak have verified the work done in the Soviet Union and have begun to test what features of the Tokamak make it work better than any previous device.

Now, Grove said, Princeton has a proposal before the Atomic Energy Commission to build a "second machine" in 1975 which might prove the scientific feasibility of fusion power. The machine could be built by the end of 1972, Grove said, and scientific proof could come then or in 1974.

The new Tokamak would cost about $4 million. Grove said. The key to a thermonuclear reactor is in a physics problem—to show in the laboratory that it is possible to take a plasma, matter in a charged gaseous form, and heat it enough, make it dense enough, and contain it long enough to produce a thermonuclear reaction that would work in a power reactor.

In the fusion process, four atoms of hydrogen, the simplest of the known elements, fuse into one atom of helium, releasing energy. This is what happens in the sun and stars and makes possible the hydrogen bomb.

The difficulty is in containing the plasma. The Tokamak is a doughnut-shaped device using magnetic fields to contain it.

As for safety, Grove commented: "It is absolutely impossible to have a nuclear explosion in a fusion power plant. There are absolutely no radioactive by-products, no hot fusion ashes to be carried away."

As a result, he added, "a thermonuclear plant could be located right in the center of the city—"
Social programs added

**Community aid service widens aims**

SIU's Community Development Service, which was formed in 1962, has expanded its activities through new projects and a wider range of services. The service has received a number of federal grants to finance its work and has also been involved in other Illinois communities and in a number of states. The service is now offering a broader range of services and is extending its activities to other Illinois communities and states.

In the early days of the community service program, there were few community service programs in Illinois. However, in recent years, the need for such programs has increased, and the Community Development Service has been able to expand its activities.

One of the projects that the Community Development Service has undertaken is the development of a community health center. The center provides medical and dental care to low-income residents of the community. Another project is the development of a community recreation center, which provides a variety of recreational activities for residents of all ages.

In addition to these projects, the Community Development Service has also been involved in a number of other activities, such as neighborhood improvement programs and community development grant programs. These programs have helped to improve the quality of life for residents of the community by providing them with better access to services and information.

The Community Development Service is committed to continuing its work in the community and to expanding its services to meet the needs of the residents. The service is always looking for new ways to improve the quality of life for the people it serves and is constantly seeking new opportunities to provide assistance.

--

**Freight Salvage Stereos**

Full Price **$56.00**

Singly sale marked, electronically perfect. Many to choose from, including some Special, Contemporary, and Early American models at heavily discounted prices.

Pre-Rocked, 6 Track Tape $1.99 & up

**Freight Salvage Outlet Store**

942-6663 220 W. Monroe

**Herrin**

Opening Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

**Fuel Oil**

**No More Old Nights**

**Larry's Fuel Service**

311 South Street

Critics question Federal Reserve System

NEW YORK (AP)—For 57 years the Federal Reserve System (FRS) has guarded what it considers its birthright, the operation of an efficient monetary system capable of maintaining its independence even in the face of political and social considerations.

During this time antimonetary critics who questioned the logic of its operations or the scope of its services. The FRS felt that it had a sacred duty to maintain monetary discipline, even at the expense of short-term political and social considerations.

"The function of the Federal Reserve System is to foster a flow of credit and money which will facilitate orderly economic growth, a stable dollar and long-run balance in our international payments."

That is how the FRS describes its role. If not the way some critics would like to see the nation's central bank operated. Where, they ask, are the specific social and human goals the bank might have in mind? In particular, they ask if FRS policy regarding credit has contributed to the drain of mortgage money from housing, made funds unavailability for urban rehabilitation and contributed to the financial plight of local governments.

Among the chief critics is the House Committee on Banking and Currency. They have contended that their job is to administer monetary policy with a broad brush without concern for the special sectors of the economy and without regard to economic and social goals," he states.

"However, in the actual application of this policy, the credit of the nation has been allocated unevenly, with the larger and more affluent elements of society willing and able to outbid the more needy elements..."

Now Frazier is on the act of an unprecedented staff report by five researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who examined the practices of 11 foreign central banks. It is called "Activities of Various Central Banks to Promote Economic and Social Welfare Programs." It will provide the opportunity for students of high caliber who have not received national publicity for their work. It will also provide the opportunity for students of high caliber who have not received national publicity for their work. It will also provide the opportunity for students of high caliber who have not received national publicity for their work. It will also provide the opportunity for students of high caliber who have not received national publicity for their work.
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Space walk only alternative if docking mechanism fails

By Bill Stockton

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) - The chances are considered remote. But what happens if the Apollo 14 docking mechanism fails again when astronauts Alan B. Shepard Jr. and Edgar D. Mitchell leave the moon and are ready to come home?

How will they get themselves and the boxes of moon rocks and film from the lander Antares back to the Kitty Hawk and rendezvous with Stuart A. Roosa?

Shepard and Mitchell will have no choice. They'll don spacesuits, climb through the hatch of their craft, crammed like sardines in a can, and flag through space to the open hatch of the command module.

It sounds simple. In fact, Russian space travelers routinely walk through space when they transfer from one vehicle to another.

But like any activity in the cold vacuum of space, where only a fabric suit and a helmet stand between an astronaut and death, there's no margin for error.

Apollo 14 mission director Chuck Lee says he is convinced the probe and the two key elements in the docking device are working properly. There shouldn't be a problem Saturday when Antares and Kitty Hawk rendezvous after Antares leaves the lunar surface.

But the memory lingers of those 107 minutes Sunday night when Shepard, Mitchell and Roosa tried unsuccessfully five times before finally linking the two vehicles on the ninth try.

If attempts to dock fail, Roosa will maneuver the probe close to Antares' hatch, don his space suit, depressurize the spacecraft and open Kitty Hawk's hatch.

Then Shepard and Mitchell would put on their suits, stuff the pockets with film magazines and moon rocks and uncouple a 30-foot tether made of a tough, flame-resistant cloth with special hooks on each end. Next they would strap on water bladders, depressurize the spacecraft and open their own hatch.

One of the astronauts—probably Shepard—would reach out of Antares and grab the docking probe on Kitty Hawk while the other held onto the tether tying them together. From the probe, the first astronaut would move along handrail on the hatch side of the Kitty Hawk and climb in.

Then the astronauts would use the tether to transfer, if possible, two boxes of moon rocks and other items that scientists on earth await.

Finally, the astronaut remaining on Antares would grab the probe, moving along the handrail and into Kitty Hawk.

As part of their training, Shepard and Mitchell practiced the procedure as spacecraft mockups made at a large water tank where biosensors simulated the weightlessness of space.
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EXPLORE THE MOON
Apollo 14 command module Alan Shepard pulls a "rickshaw" equipment transporter as he moves away from the lunar module in an artist's concept of the moon walk. In the background, LEM pilot Edgar D. Mitchell prepares a communications antenna. (AP Wirephoto)
Activities Fair applications to be in Friday

Campus club and organization leaders must have their applications to participate in this year's Activities Fair turned in to the Student Activities Office no later than Friday.

The fair, which will replace "Winds Night," is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Feb. 22 in the University Center Ballroom.

The purpose of the fair is to allow all campus clubs and organizations the opportunity to present their special interests to students.

The event is sponsored by the University Center Programming Committee (UCPC) and the New Students Activities Orientation Committee.

Nancy Coleman, UCPC chairman, said tables and chairs, as well as background music, will be provided. "It is our objective to provide an enjoyable atmosphere to promote free and easy communication between the representatives of student organizations and potential members," she said.

The fair, which will be the only function of its kind this year, will be available to all the various campus organizations, which number over 200. Thomas Kachet, faculty adviser to MSAC, said. Over 200 groups are expected to participate.

If a campus organization has not received an application form, or if there are any questions, contact either Kachet or Susan Nahlik in the Student Activities Office, second floor of the University Center, or call 432-9774.

Model UN to let China sit

The People's Republic of China will be allowed to have full representation in SU's 1971 Model UN, according to Rick Moore, secretary-general.

The Model UN Steering Committee made the move at a meeting recently, with the justification that China has been given the right to take a seat in the Model General Assembly for the past two years.

Moore said that for a variety of reasons, debate on seating of China will be minimal or non-existent in this session. He added that the Nationalist China will also be represented at the meetings, on Feb. 11, 12 and 13 in the University Center Ballroom.

Those persons interested in forming a delegation to represent the People's Republic of China should contact the Student Activities Office as soon as possible.

In addition, Moore announced that these nations—Bolivia, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Dahomey, Togo, Gabon, Gambia, Haïti, Iraq, Korea, Lebanon, Morocco, Maldives Islands, Costa Rica, and Paraguay—have not yet been represented.

Moore also said that the following nations have been granted observer status: Federal Republic of Germany, Holy See, Republic of Korea, Monaco and Republic of Vietnam.

Persons may sign up for any unclaimed nation in the Student Activities Office, second floor of the University Center, or call 432-9774.

Any delegate chairman desiring information on the nation he is representing is urged to call the Student Activities Office or come in to pick up background notes.

Two dance theater shows coming up

The Southern Repertory Dance Company will present a split bill of dance theater offerings this weekend. "Touch," a free form dance show, will be performed at 8 p.m. Saturday. "Make Way for Love," a musical comedy set in the 17th century, will be given at 3 p.m. Sunday.

All shows are in the Dance Studio. Tickets are $1; a donation of 25 cents is asked for "Touch," and a donation of 50 cents for "Make Way for Love." The Southern Repertory Company is directed by W. Grant Gray, assisted by Elleve Davidson Sook and Nancy Lewis.
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"NEW BIG G" is coming to Southern Illinois exclusively at your local liquor mart!
Western takes 110-76 beating from Huskies

It was like old times Wednesday night when the Leathernecks from Western Illinois braved snow-storm highways to travel to DeKalb and renew basketball acquaintance with Northern Illinois.

But it wasn't a happy occasion for Western. The Huskies roared over WuU 110-76, missing a school record of most points in a single game by one free throw. In fact, since Northern scored 111 points against Illinois State in 1963 has the Huskies climbed so far above the century mark.

It was Northern from the first ball as the 6-2 forward Billy Harris popped in a quick basket for a 3-0 lead.

The Huskies made good use of their height advantage to put them in front at halftime 56-46, pulling away in the final period.

Those three weeks also saw 48 points for NIU to put them in the top scoring spot. Both Todd Zentz from Zeno-

The Huskies evened the game at 61 before Northern and Harris had 21 and 15 points respectively.

Rick Lanning paced the Leather-

The NIU series with Western dates back to the early years of the century stretching through the Intercolle-

The Leathernecks, now 6-12, was forced to go continued their dramatic rise this season after the IAC died when Illinois State pulled out to lead 30-24 with Northern and three other school in-

The IAC women defeated the New Zealand women last November and won last Saturday and kicked off the season for CU.

SUU coach Herb Vogel has a growing sick and injured team which now includes 10 of SUU's best in Terry Spencer and Carolyn Riddell.

Miss Spencer developed a foot problem following a picture session for Sports Illustrated magazine last Thursday and may only see limited action while Miss Riddell had developed a nervousness of under-

That may seriously injure SUU's chances of competing as both Miss Spencer and Miss Riddell have provided such solid backbones for the team.

As SUU tries to stay in the league race with both Mississippi Gulf Coast and Western Florida, the head judge has the power to call a conference each time he sees the game is necessary. Every time a conference is called, another five minutes is added to the time the meet takes up.

The IAC women have won all their meets this season with the exception of the Nov. 1 meet against the IAC women in the U.S.

Miss Myerh is a native of Canada but has a very keen ear-

While Miss Myerh was rated the top three women gymnasts in the U.S.

The Leathernecks, therefore, are in a very good position heading into the conference at the University of Chicago.

Taking the lead Friday night which Vogel attributes to "not get-

One of the reasons for the lack of energy could be from the fact the meets are rather time con-

The Leathernecks' performance is a variation of that presented in the past, one of the stumbling blocks in the op-

The face run, shoot team

Frosh to visit Paducah Saturday

Following a 10-day layoff, the SUU football team will visit Kansas City to face Paducah Community College Saturday night.

The Kuqui whips will have their work cut out for them against a strong team which outscored IUZ 84-34 in the regular season.

"This is a run and shoot team," said Paducah coach Jim Tuck Thursday before his team faced a tough Marcy State freshman squad that night.

We take it we past run and go and we have no choice on the back boards despite our height.

Tuck was quick to add that his 14-3 team can be awfully strong at rebonding it wants to.

But Bonneval 6-7, is pacing Paducah with nearly 20 points per game, while grabbing a average of 11 rebounds.

The ending score for the Leathernecks is coming.

The Leathernecks are 6 and 12 and could be a double-figure men in scoring ability in grinding almost 20 points per game and allowing a couple of opponents.

SUU will use their new offense against the taller Paducah squad.

SUU has a 34 record including a 14-3 record against non-college teams.

The freshmen return to the IAC Arena Tuesday to face a powerful Bradley Wednesday night. Preliminary match before the vari-

At the suggestion of Big Ten conference member Wisconsin.

MIDWESTERN CONFERENCE BASKETBALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conf</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>Op</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana State</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North State</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1174</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball State</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>1718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WEDNESDAY

Craghton 90, SUU 73 Northern Illinois 110 Western Illinois 76

SATURDAY

Ball State at Butler, Stout State at Illinois State, Indiana State at Kentucky Wesleyan

The final Winter Clearance

2 for $1

All remaining winter merchandise mix and match

Buy first article at regular price

Second-up to equal value - $1

BLUM'S

501 S. Illinois
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SIU swimmers face big weekend tests

The SIU swimmers, seeking to improve over what coach Ray Eszek called "a flat performance" in last weekend's competition, will take to the water again this weekend for a pair of meets.

On Friday night at 7:30 the University of Missouri pays an inaugural visit to the University School Pool for a dual meet after which the Salukis will make tracks for a triple dual contest in Madison, Wis., against Big Ten schools Northwestern and Wisconsin.

The Saluki tankers will carry an impressive 4-1 record into the contest against the Tigers with their latest triumphs coming over Oklahoma 79-34, last Saturday and a 79-37 victory over Cincinnati on Friday.

After the contest with the Sooners, Eszek said he thought the tankers flat performance was due to "three big weekends of swimming, plus a rigorous training program."
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When the NCAA held its 60th annual convention in Houston early last month, college athletics' governing body rewrote eligibility rules concerning freshman participation in College Division football and basketball programs.

Throughout NCAA college division schools, freshmen are now legally eligible for varsity football and basketball, although many institutions have used then prior to the ruling. This was true of five SIU football opponents last fall, including national College Division champiosn Arkansas State.

Although SIU has not used freshmen in varsity football since 1967, Southern can legally do it during the 1971 and 1972 seasons.

Hopefully, SIU will become a University Division football school in 1973. It became University Division in basketball after winning the 1967 National Invitational Tournament.

But at Tuesday's meeting of SIU's Athletic Committee, the use of freshmen during the next two football seasons was turned down because most members thought it a step backward rather than forward. The vote was 7-3. Possibility of reconsideration by the board might be good, however, because coach Dick Towers was out of town and unable to present his views. Also, H. J. Newkirk, SIU's athletic director, and a voting member of the Athletic Committee, was absent.

Isn't necessary here

"I don't particularly need the freshman eligible," Towers said Thursday. "We've already got a freshman program here which gives the young men an opportunity to get adjusted during their freshman year."

But he readily admitted "if there is an advantage to using freshman in developing a winning varsity team here, then I'd like to have it."

"I don't want anyone to have an edge on me. If there is going to be an edge on either side, I want it."

"Towers said he thinks "programs that have a limited number of scholarship players will benefit by the ruling. I suppose that's it in a nutshell." SIU has 95 NCAA football scholarships, less than most big football schools but certainly more than some of its competition.

An NCAA vote on the proposal for University Division schools was defeated by only six tally cards among the hundred cast. The margin was close enough that Donald Boydston, SIU Head of Intercollegiate Athletics said he thinks the proposal could be on the NCAA's agenda next year.

In any event, voting results on the topic seem to indicate an eventual reassessment of freshman football across the country. Finances dominate the issue.

More Juco recruits

Towers said he thinks heavier junior college recruiting is the path football schools must follow in the future. Especially those with limited funds and big stories.

It's already becoming successful door by many West Coast schools, including powers San Diego State and Southern California.

San Diego State has a virtually non-existent freshman program: only 15 scholarships. But it currently recruits about 30 junior college athletes. SIU has five for next year.

A similar situation exists at Southern California. The Trojans picked their greatest runner, Orange Juice' Simpson, out of the junior college ranks.

Freshmen have traditionally been prohibited from playing varsity football and basketball. It is university schools for two reasons: grades and in junior college ranks.

"I don't buy the story that a freshman in molded in his education by competing on a varsity level in any sport," said Towers. Freshmen provide the muscle of Coach Long's wrestling team and are used in all other SIU sports frequently.

As for injuries, more power to any freshman who is physically strong enough to beat out a senior.